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A Low-State Packet Marking Framework for
Approximate Fair Bandwidth Allocation

Abhimanyu Das, Debojyoti Dutta, and Ahmed Helmy

Abstract—Misbehaving, non-congestion-reactive traffic is on
the rise in the Internet. One way to control misbehaving traffic is
to enforce local fairness among flows. Locally fair policies, such
as Fair-Queueing and other fair AQM schemes, are inadequate to
simultaneously control misbehaving traffic and provide high net-
work utilization. We thus need to enforce globally fair bandwidth
allocations. However, such schemes have typically been stateful
and complex to implement and deploy. In this letter, we present
a low state, lightweight scheme based on stateless fair packet
marking at network edges followed by RIO queueing at core
nodes, to control misbehaving flows with more efficient utilization
of network bandwidth. Additionally, with low-state feedback from
bottleneck routers, we show that, in practice, we can approximate
global max-min fairness within an island of routers. We show,
using simulations, that we can indeed control misbehaving flows
and provide more globally fair bandwidth allocation.

Index Terms—Fairness, protocol design, traffic marking.

I. INTRODUCTION

I N THE CURRENT Internet, the amount of non-congestion-
reactive (misbehaving) traffic is on the rise, which might

lead to the poor performance of well behaved, congestion-re-
active TCP [1] flows during congestion. One way to control the
effects of such non-responsive traffic is to enforce locally fair
bandwidth allocation among flows at individual routers. How-
ever, locally fair policies, such as Fair-Queueing and other well-
studied approximately fair AQM schemes, such as FRED [2],
RED-PD [3], CHOKe [4], and CSFQ [5], are inadequate to si-
multaneously control misbehaving traffic, and ensure high net-
work-wide link utilization. For example, unresponsive flows re-
ceiving their locally fair share of bandwidth at a link will waste
bandwidth if they are later bottlenecked at downstream nodes.
We, thus, need to enforce globally fair bandwidth allocations.
However, such schemes are typically stateful in nature [6], and,
hence, hard to implement and deploy.

In this letter, we present a lightweight architecture based on
low-state, fair packet marking [7] at network edges followed by
RIO [8] queueing at core nodes, to control misbehaving flows.
By using limited feedback from bottleneck routers, we show
that we can approximate global max–min fairness, in practice,
within an island of routers, and can provide high network-wide
link utilization. Using detailed packet level simulations, we
demonstrate that we can indeed control misbehaving flows with
our architecture. We are not aware of any previous low-com-
plexity distributed solution to the above problem.
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Fig. 1. Our architecture.

II. OUR ARCHITECTURE

The core components of our architecture (see Fig. 1) include
a set of traffic markers at the network edges and simple RIO
[8] queueing at the core. These traffic markers, as described
in our previous work [7], are based on low state or stateless
AQMs, and can classify packets into two classes, IN and OUT.
The markers are configured by a novel distributed marking al-
gorithm using low-state feedback from congested routers (using
summary data structures such as bit vectors or sketches) to ap-
proximate network-wide (globally) max–min fair IN token al-
locations. During congestion, a congested router uses RIO [8]
as the AQM policy and preferentially drops OUT packets.

To design efficient traffic markers which mark flows fairly
using little or no state, we leverage queueing and dropping poli-
cies of existing stateless AQM algorithms. As shown in [7],
we view a token bucket specification at a marker as a queue,
the marking policy as a queue dropping policy and marking
packets as IN/OUT as queueing/dropping packets respectively.
This novel analogy makes it easy to adapt well-studied low-
state AQM schemes like CHOKe to design our markers which
provide approximate fair IN token allocation among incoming
flows at the network edges. We term these markers as AQM-
based markers.

To approximate network-wide (globally) fair token-alloca-
tion among all flows, we make use of limited feedback from
congested core routers to configure the target token rates for the
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markers using a light weight distributed fair (LWD-fair) algo-
rithm described as follows. When a router is close to being con-
gested, it starts hashing the flow ID of all the packets it sees
into a summary data structure, described later. On congestion,
the congested router sends its summary data structure to all the
ingress nodes in the network. At each edge, the LWD-fair algo-
rithm obtains the summaries from all the congested routers, and
calculates an approximate globally fair marking rate for each
congested router. For this, we need to obtain the approximate
number of flows common to that congested router and itself,
from the summary data structures. Each packet is marked with
a target rate that is the minimum of the fair rates of all the bot-
tlenecks traversed by the packet. This is determined from the
summary data structures as shown in Algorithm 1. See Fig. 1 for
a summary of our architecture. Thus, each edge has one AQM
based marker per bottleneck, and packets of a flow are marked
by the marker corresponding to its tightest bottleneck.

We maintain a summary data structure at each router using a
combination of multi-resolution bitmaps [9] and bloom-filters
[10]. Our data structure requires low processing time per ar-
riving packet (each packet is hashed on its flow-id to update
a few bits in the bitmap [9]) and low space complexity. For
example, if N is number of flows, and is the allowed error,
the total number of for a sophisticated
multiresolution bitmap. Estan et al. show that using multi-res-
olution bitmaps with 8 kbits, average errors for counting up to
1 000 000 flows are only 3%. Use of bloom filters can at most
increase the space by a constant factor. It is clearly feasible for
most routers to store this amount of information and propagate
it to all edge nodes upon congestion, using routing or multicast
messages. These summary structures for each bottleneck link
can help us to calculate both the number of flows at a link, and
the number of flows intersecting at two links, using low state
feedback.

It can be shown that our LWD-fair algorithm reduces the
per-flow state required by the centralized global max-min algo-
rithm, using our summary data structures. The basic feedback
requirement from the core to the edge nodes, for our LWD-al-
gorithm to calculate global fairness is threefold. We first need an
estimate of the number of flows at any given link. Secondly we
need an estimate of the number of flows common to two links.
Third, we need a mechanism to find out which bottlenecks are
traversed by a given packet.

III. EVALUATION

In this section, we compare the performance of our architec-
ture against that due Fair Queueuing and due to the theoretical
centralized max-min fair algorithm, using detailed packet level
simulations using the ns-2 [11] network simulator. The topology
used for most of our experiments is depicted in Fig. 2. We use
multiple bottlenecks and both UDP as well as a mixture of UDP
and TCP flows for our evaluation. The source nodes are and
the destination or sink nodes are . The two edge nodes are
and connected to . The source nodes to and to
are connected to the edge nodes , respectively, and inject
traffic into the network core . The core is connected to the edge

Fig. 2. Simulation topology.

which is further connected to the sink nodes ’s. The source
node is used to generate background traffic in form of many
TCP flows carrying bulk traffic. Note that the bottleneck link is

with a capacity 1 Mb/s. All the other links have a capacity of
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Fig. 3. Performance of LWD-fair—UDP.

50 Mb/s. Each link has a propagation delay of 5 ms and a buffer
size of 50 packets. We use TCP Reno with a window size of 20
packets. The CAM markers are configured with a total of
the bottleneck link bandwidth.

We first consider a simple example with four UDP flows.
All the flows are 1-Mb/s UDP sources, and there are two bot-
tlenecks—a 1-Mb/s link and a 0.2-Mb/s link. We compare the
end to end throughput obtained by the UDP flows in our frame-
work, with that obtained by running fair queueing at all nodes.
We observe in Fig. 3, that using our LWD-fair marking algo-
rithm, the bandwidth obtained by the flows actually comes very
close to that theoretically predicted by global max-min fair-
ness algorithm (denoted by FS in our graphs) while local fair-
queueing (denoted by FQ in our graphs) does not provide global
fairness, and, in fact, provides lower total throughput than our
scheme. Thus we see that for non-congestion reactive flows,
fair-queueing does not provide high network utilization, while
LWD-fair marking does. A corollary of this result is that since
our scheme here approximates global fairness, all misbehaving
flows in the network are, therefore, automatically restricted to
their fair levels.

We now consider a more complex case using the same
topology as earlier, but using a mixture of TCP and UDP
flows in the network. We have a fixed set of four TCP flows
aggregating at edge E1 and passing through node R3, while we
vary the number of 1-Mb/s UDP flows (from 2 to 10), which
aggregate at edge E2 and leave through R5. There are thus
two bottlenecks, the 1-Mb/s bottleneck for all flows, and the
subsequent 0.2 Mb/s bottleneck for the UDP flows later. As a
measure of network utilization and fairness in this scenario, we
compare the average TCP throughput obtained in our scheme,
with that using Fair Queueing, and the theoretical globally
fair algorithm. The globally fair values for the TCP flows
should be Mb/s since the UDP flows are
bottlenecked later at a 0.2-Mb/s link. The results obtained in
our scheme are very similar to the theoretical global max-min
values. However with FQ, we see that the TCP performance
degrades progressively as the number of UDP flows increase,
due to FQ’s attempt to provide local fairness in spite of the
fact that the UDP flows will not be able to use their allocated
fair-share further ahead. We therefore illustrate that in the
absence of global fairness, locally fair router schemes may
not provide high network utilization if some flows are non-
congestion-reactive. The graphs in Fig. 4 indicate that our
LWD-fair algorithm based on AQM markers can help to solve
this problem.

Fig. 4. Performance of LWD-fair—TCP + UDP.

IV. CONCLUSION

In this letter, we introduced a lightweight architecture that can
provide efficient network-wide max-min fair bandwidth alloca-
tion along with high network utilization. Our framework con-
sists of marking packets at edges using a LWD-fair marking
algorithm that uses low-state feedback from core routers and
AQM-based markers to allocate bandwidth to flows in an ap-
proximately global max-min fair manner. As a by-product, we
note that this seemingly simple architecture can punish mis-
behaving flows and consequently improve the throughput of
well-behaved TCP flows dramatically.

Our ongoing work includes investigating sophisticated sum-
mary data structures for a better approximation of the number
of common active flows between two router, and more extensive
validation of our architecture (i.e., for larger networks and larger
number of bottlenecks/flows). We are also evaluating different
mechanisms and appropriate frequencies for disseminating the
feedback.
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